Strategy for developing a genetically-engineered whole-virus vaccine against HIV.
The production of genetically-engineered, noninfectious virions of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) represents a novel approach to the development of a safe and effective vaccine for the acquired immune deficiency syndromes (AIDS). Insofar as preparations of inactivated simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) are now demonstrating protection in immunization-challenge studies in rhesus monkeys, a safe preparation of noninfectious HIV virions produced in a genetically-engineered cell line becomes a logical candidate vaccine for studies in humans. These particles, or pseudovirions, offer distinct advantages over the use of inactivated HIV for human AIDS vaccines. Guarantees of safety without the requirement for inactivation and their potential for structural modification for the modulation of immunogenicity are compelling reasons for the acceptance of HIV pseudovirions as a candidate vaccine in humans.